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Social Media Analytics Strategy: Using Data to Optimize Business PerformanceApress, 2017

	This book shows you how to use social media analytics to optimize your business performance. The tools discussed will prepare you to create and implement an effective digital marketing strategy. From understanding the data and its sources to detailed metrics, dashboards, and reports, this book is a robust tool for anyone seeking a tangible...
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Asian Founders at Work: Stories from the Region’s Top TechnopreneursApress, 2019

	
		What does it take to successfully launch and scale a startup in Asia? While much of modern business literature covers Silicon Valley and its founders, building a company in Asia?a world center of technology and innovation?is a vastly different journey, and not nearly as widely covered. This book aims to change that.

	...
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How to Create the Next Facebook: Seeing Your Startup Through, from Idea to IPOApress, 2012

	In just under a decade, Facebook has gone from a Harvard prodigy's dorm-room experiment to an essential part of the social life of hundreds of millions of children, teens, and adults across the globe. It's no surprise, then, that the company has been the subject of countless magazine articles, books, and even movies. But despite the...
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Introduction to Mathematical LogicPrinceton Press, 1996

	Logic is sometimes called the foundation of mathematics: the logician studies the kinds of reasoning used in the individual steps of a proof. Alonzo Church was a pioneer in the field of mathematical logic, whose contributions to number theory and the theories of algorithms and computability laid the theoretical foundations of computer...
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Scaling Your Startup: Mastering the Four Stages from Idea to $10 BillionApress, 2019

	Know how your company can accelerate growth by not only tapping into new growth vectors, but also by adapting its organization, culture, and processes.

	

	To oversee growth from an idea to a company with billions in revenue, CEOs must reinvent many aspects of their company in anticipation of it reaching ever-higher revenues....
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How I Made My First Million: 26 Self-Made Millionaires Reveal the Secrets to Their SuccessAllen & Unwin, 2010

	A collection of inspirational stories of ordinary people who took a great idea and turned it into a hugely successful business. Learn how the founders of enormously profitable enterprises—like Just Cuts, Aussie Home Loans, ModelCo, Elite Introductions, Fat Prophets, EcoStore, and fastflowers.com—took a great idea and turned it into a...
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Balanced Scorecards & Operational Dashboards with Microsoft ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Created in Excel, balanced scorecards enable you to monitor operations and tactics, while operational dashboards is a set of indicators regarding the state of a business metric or process—both features are in high demand for many large organizations. This book serves as the first guide to focus on combining the benefits of balanced...
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Secularists, Religion and Government in Nineteenth-Century AmericaPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book shows how, through a series of fierce battles over Sabbath laws, legislative chaplains, Bible-reading in public schools and other flashpoints, nineteenth-century secularists mounted a powerful case for a separation of religion and government. Among their diverse ranks were religious skeptics, liberal Protestants, members of...
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The Hellenistic Settlements in Syria, the Red Sea Basin, and North Africa (Hellenistic Culture and Society)University of California Press, 2006

	This is the second of a three-volume study of the Hellenistic settlements. The first, The Hellenistic Settlements in Europe, the Islands, and Asia Minor, dealt with foundations in those regions. The present volume focuses on the Hellenistic settlements of Syria, the Red Sea Basin, and North Africa. The third volume will deal with the...
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Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make DecisionsApress, 2014

	Financial Modeling for Business Owners and Entrepreneurs: Developing Excel Models to Raise Capital, Increase Cash Flow, Improve Operations, Plan Projects, and Make Decisions may be one of the most important books any entrepreneur or manager in a small or medium-sized enterprise will read. It combines logical...
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Getting to Plan B: Breaking Through to a Better Business ModelHarvard Business School, 2009

	

	You have a new venture in mind. And you've crafted a business plan so detailed it's a work of art. Don't get too attached to it.

	

	As John Mullins and Randy Komisar explain in Getting to Plan B, new businesses are fraught with uncertainty. To succeed, you must change the plan in real time as the...
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Software Testing Foundations: A Study Guide for the Certified Tester Exam, 2nd EditionRocky Nook, 2007

	
		Within the last 18 months more than 40,000 people worldwide have taken the International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) Foundations Level exam, 10,000 alone in the last 4 months. So, where can all these people go to learn what they need to know in order to pass the exam? Now they can go to Software Testing...
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